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Abstract—Visual semantic information comprises two important parts: the meaning of each visual semantic unit and the coherent
visual semantic relation conveyed by these visual semantic units. Essentially, the former one is a visual perception task while the latter
one corresponds to visual context reasoning. Remarkable advances in visual perception have been achieved due to the success of
deep learning. In contrast, visual semantic information pursuit, a visual scene semantic interpretation task combining visual perception
and visual context reasoning, is still in its early stage. It is the core task of many different computer vision applications, such as object
detection, visual semantic segmentation, visual relationship detection or scene graph generation. Since it helps to enhance the
accuracy and the consistency of the resulting interpretation, visual context reasoning is often incorporated with visual perception in
current deep end-to-end visual semantic information pursuit methods. Surprisingly, a comprehensive review for this exciting area is still
lacking. In this survey, we present a unified theoretical paradigm for all these methods, followed by an overview of the major
developments and the future trends in each potential direction. The common benchmark datasets, the evaluation metrics and the
comparisons of the corresponding methods are also introduced.
Index Terms—Semantic Scene Understanding, Visual Perception, Visual Context Reasoning, Deep Learning, Variational Free Energy
Minimization, Message Passing.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
S EMANTICS is the linguistic and philosophical study ofmeaning in language, programming languages or for-
mal logics. In linguistics, the semantic signifiers can be
words, phrases, sentences or paragraphs. To interpret com-
plicated signifiers such as phrases or sentences, we need
to understand the meaning of each word as well as the
semantic relation among those words. Here, words are the
basic semantic units and a semantic relation is any relation-
ship between two or more words based on the meaning
of the words. In other words, semantic relations define the
consistency among the associated semantic units in terms of
meaning, which guarantees that the corresponding complex
semantic signifier can be interpreted.
The above strategy can be seamlessly applied to the
extraction of the meaning of visual information, in which
the basic semantic units are potential pixels or potential
region bounding boxes while the visual semantic relation
is represented as a local visual relationship structure or
a holistic scene graph. For visual perception tasks such
as visual semantic segmentation or object detection, visual
semantic relations promote smoothness and consistency of
interpretation of the input visual semantic units. It acts as a
regularizer and causes the associated visual semantic units
to be biased towards certain configurations which are more
likely to occur. For visual context reasoning applications,
such as visual relationship detection or scene graph genera-
tion, the corresponding visual semantic units are considered
as the associated context information and different inference
methods are applied to pursue the visual semantic relation.
In a word, the visual semantic units and the visual semantic
relations are complementary. Visual semantic units are the
prerequisites of visual semantic relations, while the visual
semantic relations can be explored to further improve the
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detection accuracy of the visual semantic units. Most im-
portantly, it is the combination of visual semantic units and
their relations, which conveys the meaning of visual seman-
tic information. Its essence will be task dependent and, to
some extent, modulated by the dynamics of the successive
goals, which may be influenced by the current state of visual
information understanding. Its evolving nature renders the
visual semantic information extraction a task of inquiry,
rather than a mapping. For this reason, we should refer to it
as visual semantic information pursuit.
The extent to which a visual semantic information pur-
suit method can interpret the input visual stimuli is to-
tally dependent on the prior knowledge of the observer.
Vocabulary is one part of the knowledge, which defines the
meaning of each visual semantic unit. The vocabulary itself
may be enough for some specific visual perception tasks
(such as weakly-supervised learning for object detection).
However, for visual context reasoning applications, it is
certainly not sufficient. We still need additional knowledge
to identify and understand interpretable visual semantic
relations. In most cases, besides the vocabulary, the associ-
ated benchmark datasets also have to provide ground-truth
information about the visual semantic relations.
In this survey, four main research topics in visual se-
mantic information pursuit are introduced: object detection,
visual semantic segmentation, visual relationship detection
and scene graph generation. The last two applications have
only appeared after entering the deep learning era, while
the first two tasks have existed for several decades. Before
diving into the deep learning based pursuit algorithms, it
is necessary to briefly introduce the conventional methods
[1], [2] accomplishing the first two tasks. Typically, they
are built upon hand-crafted features, such as Viola Jones
detector [3], Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) fea-
ture descriptor [4], Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
[5] or Deformable Part-based Model (DPM) [6]. Meanwhile,
classical visual semantic segmentation algorithms like [7],
2Fig. 1: Four main visual semantic information pursuit appli-
cations are introduced in this survey, which include object
detection (OD), visual semantic segmentation (VSS), visual
relationship detection (VRD) and scene graph generation
(SGG).
[8] tend to apply probabilistic models like Markov Random
Field (MRF) [9] or Conditional Random Field (CRF) [10] to
explicitly characterize the correlations among pixels being
predicted. Besides, some of the early works focus on discov-
ering the spatiotemporal relationship of visual objects [11],
[12], [13], [14]. However, due to the superior expressivity
and scalability, deep learning based methods have started
to dominate the visual semantic information pursuit area
in recent years. They can automatically learn expressive
feature representations from huge datasets, which would be
impossible for the classical methods.
Traditionally, the visual semantic information pursuit
tasks are generally considered as visual perception prob-
lems. However, current visual semantic information pursuit
methods start to treat them as a combination of perception
and reasoning. Therefore, unlike the previous surveys, all
applications mentioned in this article include visual context
reasoning modules and can be trained end-to-end through
the associated deep learning models.
Specifically, object detection (OD) aims at detecting all
possible objects appearing in the input image by assigning
corresponding bounding boxes as well as their associated
labels. Two main conventional deep learning based object
detection categories [15] have been proposed in recent years:
two-stage detection algorithms like Spatial Pyramid Pooling
Networks (SPPNet) [16] or Faster Regional Convolution
Neural Networks (Faster RCNN) [17] and one-stage de-
tection methods like You Only Look Once (YOLO) [18] or
Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [19]. The former follow
a ”proposal generation + verification” paradigm and usually
achieve better detection accuracy, while the latter directly
apply a fixed number of proposals on a grid and generally
have a much higher detection speed. Essentially, the above
conventional methods consider that the potential objects
are independent and thus generally discard the meaningful
visual contextual information. In contrast, various modern
deep learning based object detection methods with visual
context reasoning modules [20], [21], [22], [23] have been
proposed recently, which are the focus of this survey.
Visual semantic segmentation (VSS) [24], [25], [26] refers
to labelling each pixel to be one of the semantic categories.
To robustly parse input images, effective visual context
modelling is essential. Due to its intrinsic characteristic, vi-
sual semantic segmentation is often formulated as an undi-
rected graphical model, such as Undirected Cyclic Graph
(UCG) [26] or Conditional Random Field (CRF) [27]. In most
cases, the energy function corresponding to the undirected
graphical model is factorized into two potential functions:
unary function and binary function. The former generates a
predicted label for each input pixel while the latter defines
the pairwise interaction between adjacent pixels. As a con-
straint term, the binary potential function is used to regulate
the predicted labels generated from the unary potential
function to be spatially consistent and smooth.
Visual relationship detection (VRD) [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35], [36] focuses on recognizing the potential
relationship between pairs of detected objects, in which
the output is often formulated as a triplet in the form of
(subject, predicate, object). Generally, it is not sufficient to
interpret the input image by only recognizing the individual
objects. The visual relationship triplet, and in particular
the predicate, plays an important role in understanding
the input images. However, it is often hard to predict the
predicates since they tend to exhibit a long-tail distribu-
tion. In most cases, for the same predicate, the diversity
of the subject-object combinations is often enormous [37].
Compared with the individual objects, the corresponding
predicates capture more general abstractions from the input
images.
Scene graph generation (SGG) [38], [39], [40], [41], [42],
[43], [44] builds a visually-grounded scene graph to explic-
itly model the objects and their relationships. Unlike the
visual relationship detection, the scene graph generation
aims to build a global scene graph instead of producing
local visual relationship triplets. The contextual information
conveyed within the scene graph is not limited to isolated
triplets, but extends to all the related objects and predicates.
To jointly infer the scene graph, message passing among the
associated objects and predicates is essential in scene graph
generation tasks.
The above visual semantic information pursuit applica-
tions, as shown in Fig.1, try to interpret the input image at
different semantic levels. For instance, object detection tries
to interpret the visual semantic units while visual semantic
segmentation seeks to interpret the visual semantic regions
(essentially, semantic regions are semantic units with dif-
ferent representation forms); Visual relationship detection
tries to interpret the visual semantic phrases while the scene
graph generation attempts to interpret the visual semantic
scene. Visual semantic information from the above low- and
mid-level visual intelligence tasks is the basis of the high-
level visual intelligence tasks such as visual captioning [45],
3[46], [47] or visual question answering [48], [49], [50].
Specifically, to accomplish the visual semantic informa-
tion pursuit, three key questions need to be answered: 1)
What kind of visual context information is required? 2) How
to model the required visual context information? 3) How
to infer the posterior distribution given the visual context
information? This article presents a comprehensive survey
of the state-of-the-art visual semantic information pursuit
algorithms, which try to answer the above questions.
This survey is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the terminologies and the fundamentals of the visual se-
mantic information pursuit. Section 3 introduces a uni-
fied paradigm for all visual semantic information pursuit
methods. The major developments and the future research
directions are covered in Section 4 and Section 5, respec-
tively. The common benchmarks and evaluation metrics
are summarized in Section 6. The experimental comparison
of the key methods and the corresponding discussion are
illustrated in Section 7 and Section 8, respectively. Finally,
the conclusions are drawn in Section 9.
2 PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
A typical visual semantic information pursuit method con-
sists of two modules: a visual perception module and a
visual context reasoning module. The visual perception
module tries to detect visual semantic units from the input
visual stimuli and assign specific meaning to them. Convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) architectures such as fully
convolutional networks (FCNs) [51] or faster regional CNNs
(faster R-CNNs) [17] are often used to model the visual
perception tasks. The comprehensive introduction to these
CNN models can be found in the previous surveys [15], [52].
In general, regional proposal networks (RPNs) [17], [53] are
often used to produce the proposal bounding boxes. Region
of interest (ROI) pooling [17] or bilinear feature interpola-
tion [33] are usually applied to obtain the corresponding
feature vectors. Three possible prior factors associated with
region proposals - visual appearance, class information and
relative spatial relationship - are often considered in forming
the visual semantic perception module, as shown in Fig.2.
As discussed in [34], despite some state-of-the-art one-
stage detection models being able to achieve better perfor-
mance, current visual semantic information pursuit meth-
ods still prefer to employ two-stage detection algorithms to
construct the visual perception modules for the following
reasons: 1) it requires a quadratic number of anchor boxes
to detect the visual semantic relations for the same regres-
sion and classification strategy compared to the one-stage
methods, and thus becomes intractable at large scale; 2) the
visual semantic relations are often open, which presents a
huge challenge for current classification schemes; 3) com-
pared with object hypotheses, proposing relationships is
more challenging since it not only requires localizing salient
regions but also evaluating the visual connection between
regions.
Given detected visual semantic units, the aim of the
visual context reasoning module is to produce the most
probable interpretation through a maximum a posteriori
(MAP) inference. Basically, the above MAP inference is
an NP-hard integer programming problem [54]. However,
Fig. 2: In current visual perception modules, three possible
prior factors associated with region proposals - visual ap-
pearance, class information and relative spatial relationship
- are often considered since the current visual semantic
relations, as discussed in Section 2, are normally generated
via two-stage detection methods. To our knowledge, the
potential dense semantic segmentation maps are not yet
explored to generate visual semantic relations in current
research.
it is possible to address the above integer programming
problem via a linear relaxation, where the generated linear
programming problem can be presented as a variational
free energy minimization approximation [55], [56]. Among
the current visual semantic information pursuit methods,
to accomplish the MAP inference, the associated marginal
polytopes corresponding to the target variational free en-
ergies are often approximated by their corresponding fea-
sible polytopes [57]. Such feasible polytopes can further
be factorized into numerous regions, in which they can be
trained sequentially or in parallel using the corresponding
optimization methods. Essentially, the aim of the above
approximation is to find an upper bound for the target
variational free energy. The tighter the upper bound, the
better the MAP inference will be.
Furthermore, the visual context reasoning module of-
ten incorporates prior knowledge to regularize the target
variational free energy. Generally, there are two types of
prior knowledge: internal prior knowledge and external
prior knowledge. The internal prior knowledge is acquired
from the visual stimulus itself. For instance, the adjacency
of the visual stimuli is a typical internal prior knowledge,
i.e. the adjacent objects tend to have a relationship or the
adjacent pixels tend to have the same label. The external
prior knowledge is obtained from external sources, such as
tasks, contexts, knowledge bases. For instance, the linguistic
knowledge bases like word2vec [58], [59] are often used
as external prior knowledge since the embeddings can be
used to measure the semantic similarity among different
words. Specifically, word embeddings are positioned in the
vector space such that words that share common contexts
in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another.
Accordingly, the current visual semantic pursuit algorithms
can generally be divided into the following two categories:
bottom-up methods and top-down methods. The former
only use internal prior knowledge while the latter incor-
porate both internal and external prior knowledge.
Furthermore, to resolve a visual semantic information
4pursuit application, one needs a model selection step, which
aims to find the best model (an optimum member within a
distribution family) through maximizing the corresponding
conditional likelihood. Essentially, the current visual seman-
tic information pursuit algorithms can be considered as
variational Bayesian methods, in which the deep learning-
based message passing optimization strategies are often
used to accomplish the variational inference steps, while
the variational learning steps are generally implemented by
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods.
3 UNIFIED PARADIGM
Within a visual semantic information pursuit system, the
visual perception module initializes the visual context rea-
soning module, while the visual context reasoning module
constraints the visual perception module. Those two mod-
ules are complementary since both can provide contextual
information to each other. In recent years, the deep learning
models like the CNNs have been shown to achieve superior
performance in numerous visual perception tasks [60], [61],
[62]. They become the de facto choice as visual perception
modules in the current research. However, the conventional
CNNs are still not close to solving the inference tasks within
the visual context reasoning modules.
3.1 Formulation
To accomplish an inference task, a probabilistic graphical
model is often adopted as a visual semantic information
pursuit framework. It uses a graph-based representation as
the foundation for encoding a distribution over a multi-
dimensional space. It is a factorized representation of the
set of independences that hold in a specific distribution.
Two types of graphical models are commonly used, namely,
Bayesian Networks and Markov Random Fields. The former
are directed acyclic graphical models with causality connec-
tions while the latter are undirected graphical models with
cycles in most cases. Both of them can be reformulated as
the corresponding factor graph models. Specifically, within
the associated factor graphical model, the visual semantic
units are represented as the variable nodes while the visual
semantic relations are depicted as the factor nodes.
Given an associated factor graphical model, the aim of
the visual context reasoning module is to infer the most
probable interpretation, given the observed input visual
stimuli. In other words, given the input images and other
ground-truth information (such as the locations of the as-
sociated bounding boxes), we want to maximize the corre-
sponding posterior distribution. The above MAP inference
is an NP-hard integer programming problem and it is of-
ten reformulated as a linear programming problem via a
linear relaxation [57]. Furthermore, within the probabilistic
graphical model, the posterior can be derived from the
corresponding energy functions according to Boltzmann’s
Law. Basically, the lower the energy, the more probable the
potential interpretation will be. The above linear program-
ming problem can further be expressed as a variational
free energy minimization problem. In a word, instead of
exact inference, the visual context reasoning module would
interpret the input visual stimuli using a relevant variational
free energy minimization method.
Fig. 3: The unified paradigm of the current visual semantic
information pursuit methods.
3.2 Unified Paradigm
Based on the above analysis, the current visual semantic
information pursuit methods follow a unified paradigm.
Specifically, the visual perception module applies a cor-
responding CNN model to identify and locate the visual
semantic units, while the visual context reasoning module
uses a relevant deep learning-based variational free energy
minimization method to approximate the target visual se-
mantic relations linking the above visual semantic units.
Fig.3 schematically represents the unified paradigm of the
current visual semantic information pursuit methods.
In this survey, we use the more general scene graph
generation task as an example to develop a mathematical
model corresponding to the unified paradigm. Other visual
semantic information pursuit applications are special cases
of this formulation. To generate a visually-grounded scene
graph, the corresponding visual perception module applies
a CNN model like RPN to automatically obtain an initial set
of object bounding boxes BI from the input image I . For
each proposal bounding box, the visual context reasoning
module needs to infer three variables: 1) the associated
object class label; 2) the corresponding four bounding box
offsets relative to the proposal box coordinates; 3) the rele-
vant predicate labels between the potential object pairs.
Given a set of object classes C and a set of relationship
types R, the above set of variables can be depicted as
X = {xclsi , xbboxi , xi→j |i = 1 · · ·n, j = 1 · · ·n, i 6= j},
where n is the number of the proposal bounding boxes,
xclsi ∈ C represents the class label of the i-th proposal
bounding box, xbboxi ∈ R4 depicts the bounding box offsets
relative to the i-th proposal box coordinates, and xi→j ∈ R
is the relationship predicate between the i-th and the j-
th proposal bounding boxes. Generally, the ground-truth
posterior P (x|I,BI) is computationally intractable. There-
fore, in current research, a tractable variational distribution
Q(x) (which is often selected from conditional conjugate
exponential families [63] so that the target variational free
energy can be computed analytically, please refer to [63] for
more details) is generally used to approximate the ground-
truth posterior and we need to accomplish the following
MAP inference to obtain the optimal interpretation:
x∗ = argmax
x∈X
P (x|I,BI) (1)
where x ∈ X is a possible configuration or interpretation
and P (x|I,BI) is generally considered as the target poste-
rior, which can also be derived as follows:
P (x|I,BI) = exp(−E(x, I,BI))
Z(I,BI)
(2)
5TABLE 1: Overview of the typical visual semantic information pursuit methods.
Category Method Features Pros Cons
Bottom-up
PMPS [30] Triplet-based reasoning Phrase-guided message passing Only predicate is highlighted
CRF-as-RNN [52] CRF-based reasoning End-to-end training Binary potential terms only
MSDN [39] Semantic hierarchy reasoning Propagate via a dynamic graph Require hierarchy alignment
DAG-RNN [26] DAG-based reasoning Encode higher-order potential terms Poor unary predictions
SMN [20] External memory reasoning Converge quickly Higher computational cost
Top-down
LP [28] Semantic affinity distillation Apply a language prior Unreliable predictions
LK [32] Teacher-student distillation Employ a teacher-student scheme Enlarge parameter space
• Note: Due to limited space, in this table, only one representative method is selected for each sub-category in Section 4.
where E(x, I,BI) is the energy function, which computes
the assignment cost for the potential interpretation. Z(I,BI)
is the associated partition function. Generally, the energy
function can be factorized into a summation of numerous
potential terms. For instance, the following equation demon-
strates one possible factorization:
E(x, I,BI) =
∑
i
ψu(xi, I, BI) +
∑
i6=j
ψb(xi, xj) (3)
where ψu(xi, I, BI) represents the unary potential term
and ψb(xi, xj) depicts the binary potential term. Essentially,
the unary potential terms relate to the visual perception
module, while the higher order potential terms characterize
the visual context reasoning module.
Furthermore, suppose the above energy function is
parametrized as Eθ(x, I,BI), the target variational free
energy F (θ,Q) for the corresponding MAP inference is:
F (θ,Q) =
∑
x∈X
Q(x)Eθ(x, I,BI) (4)
where the minimization of F (θ,Q) generally requires spe-
cific annealing strategies since it is often NP-hard. Based on
the applied decomposition strategy of Q(x), typical visual
semantic information pursuit tasks tend to find a surrogate
variational free energy for F (θ,Q) and generally employ a
variational Bayesian method to find the optimal Q and θ. In
the current literature, deep learning-based message passing
strategies are generally applied to implement the variational
inference steps, while the variational learning steps are often
accomplished by SGD methods. Luckily, if one chooses
to use a message passing optimization strategy, since the
message passing update rule implicitly accomplishes the
variational inference step, it is not necessary to state the
variational free energy explicitly. In other words, one can
choose different types of variational free energy by changing
the corresponding message passing update rules.
3.3 Training Strategy
The existing visual semantic information pursuit methods
generally follow two main training strategies: modular
training and end-to-end training. Within the model selection
step, the error differentials of the former one are only al-
lowed to back-propagate within the visual context reasoning
module, while the latter one can further back-propagate the
error differentials to the previous visual perception module
so that the whole learning system can be trained end-to-
end. Essentially, within the modular training strategy, the
visual context reasoning module can be considered as a
post-processing stage of visual perception. For instance, [64]
formulates the sequential scene parsing task as a binary
tree graphical model and proposes a Bayesian framework to
infer the associated target posterior. Specifically, three vari-
ants of VGG nets [65] are applied as the visual perception
module, while the proposed Bayesian framework is used
as the post-processing visual context reasoning module. To
accomplish the visual semantic segmentation task, [66] and
[67] use FCNs as the visual perception modules and apply
CRF models as the post-processing visual context reasoning
modules.
As discussed in [24] and [52], instead of using modular
training, the current visual semantic information pursuit
methods tend to apply end-to-end training. Moreover, they
tend to use deep learning based variational free energy min-
imization methods to model the visual context reasoning
module. Such changes have several advantages: 1) since
the error differentials within the visual context reasoning
module can be back-propagated to the previous visual per-
ception module, the whole system can be trained end-to-end
and the final performance would be improved accordingly;
2) with the deep learning models, the classical inference
operations like message passing or aggregation can easily
be accomplished by a simple tensor manipulation; 3) the
visual context reasoning module based on deep learning
models can fully utilize the advanced parallel capability of
the modern GPUs to achieve reasonable inference speeds.
4 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
In this survey, we will limit the discussion to the key deep
learning based visual context reasoning methods. Specifi-
cally, based on the manner the prior knowledge is applied,
the current deep learning based visual context reasoning
methods can be categorized as either bottom-up or top-
down. Table.1 presents an overview of the typical visual
semantic information pursuit methods in each potential
category. In the following sections, we will introduce the
major developments of these two directions in terms of
the applied variational free energies and the corresponding
optimization methods.
64.1 Major Developments in Bottom-up Methods
A visual semantic information pursuit task can generally
be represented in terms of associated probabilistic graphical
models. For instance, MRFs or CRFs are often used to model
the visual semantic segmentation tasks. Given a probabilis-
tic graphical model, the visual context reasoning module
is typically formulated as a variational free energy mini-
mization problem. As the optimization problem is generally
NP-hard to resolve, we need to relax the original tight con-
straints and use variational-based methods to approximate
the target posterior. Specifically, we firstly need to define
an associated variational free energy and then try to find a
corresponding optimization method to minimize it. In most
cases, the applied variational free energy depends on the
corresponding relaxation strategy.
Even though numerous types of optimization methods
[68] are capable of minimizing the target variational free
energy, one particular type of optimization strategy - mes-
sage passing [69], [70] - stands out from the competition
and is widely applied in the current deep learning based
visual context reasoning methods. This is because, unlike
the sequential optimization methods (such as the steepest
descent algorithm [71] and its many variants), the message
passing strategy is capable of optimizing different decom-
posed sub-problems (usually from dual decomposition) in
parallel. Furthermore, the message passing or aggregation
operation can easily be accomplished by a simple tensor
manipulation. For the bottom-up deep learning based visual
context reasoning methods, only the internal prior knowl-
edge is required to regularize the associated variational free
energy. Within the existing bottom-up methods, numerous
message passing variants have been proposed using various
deep learning architectures, which can be summarized as
follows:
4.1.1 Triplet-based Reasoning Models
The visual relationship triplet (subject, predicate, object)
plays an important role in understanding the input image, in
which (subject, object) represent a pair of detected entities
while predicate is used to describe the relationship be-
tween those two entities. Instead of categorizing the triplet
as a whole, the current bottom-up methods tend jointly
to classify each component to reduce the computational
complexity from O(N2R) to O(N + R) (for N objects
and R predicates). However, it is extremely hard to detect
predicates since they often obey a long-tail distribution (the
complexity become quadratic when considering all possible
subject-object pairs). Given a set of object classes C and a set
of relationship types R, the triplet variable can be depicted
as X = {xclss , xbboxs , xclso , xbboxo , xp}, where xcls∗ ∈ C rep-
resents the class label of the associated proposal bounding
box, xbbox∗ ∈ R4 depicts the bounding box offsets relative to
the associated proposal box coordinates, and xp ∈ R is the
relationship predicate. The aim of the triplet-based reason-
ing model is to maximize the posterior P (X|VS , VP , VO), in
which VS , VP , VO represent the associated observed feature
vectors. Through modeling the unary potential terms of the
associated variational free energies, CNN-based visual per-
ception modules are generally used to generate the above
feature vectors.
Fig. 4: Message passing strategies for different types of the
triplet-based reasoning models, in which the messages are
passing among the corresponding triplet components.
In the current literature, the triplet-based reasoning
models generally use CNN architectures to model higher
order potential terms. Moreover, to minimize the variational
free energy, the associated message passing strategies are
often proposed based on the connection configuration of
the triplet graphical model, as shown in Fig.4. One typi-
cal triplet-based reasoning model is the relationship pro-
posal network [34], which formulates the triplet structure
as a fully connected clique and only considers a third-
order potential term within the associated variational free
energy. Two CNN-based compatibility modules are pro-
posed to model the third-order potential terms so that a
consistent unary prediction combination is rendered more
likely. Inspired by the faster RCNN model, the authors in
[30] propose a CNN-based phrase-guided message passing
structure (PMPS) to infer input triplet proposals, in which
the subjects and the objects are only connected through the
predicates. They place the predicate at the dominant posi-
tion and specifically design a gather-and-broadcast message
passing strategy, which is applied in both convolutional
and fully connected layers. Unlike the above methods, [33]
proposes to model the predicate as a vector translation
between the subject and the object, in which both subject
and object are mapped into a low-dimensional relation
space with less variance. Instead of the conventional ROI
pooling, the authors use the bilinear feature interpolation to
transfer knowledge between object and predicate.
4.1.2 MRF-based or CRF-based Reasoning Models
MRFs and CRFs are commonly used undirected probabilis-
tic graphical models in the computer vision community.
They are capable of capturing rich contextual information
exhibited in natural images or videos. MRFs are generative
models while CRFs are discriminative models. Most of vi-
sual semantic information pursuit applications, in particular
visual semantic segmentation tasks, are often formulated as
MRFs or CRFs. Given an input stimuli I and a variable
X representing the semantic information of interest, the
aim of the MRF-based or CRF-based reasoning model is to
maximize the posterior P (X|I) or minimize the variational
free energy F (Q). The exact inference methods only exist
for special MRF or CRF structures such as conjunction trees
or local cliques. For instance, the authors in [29] propose
a deep relational network to find the potential visual rela-
tionship triplets. They apply CRFs to model the associated
fully connected triplet cliques and use the sequential CNN
7Fig. 5: Message passing strategies for MRF-based or CRF-
based reasoning models, in which the messages are gener-
ally passing within the same semantic level.
computing layers to infer the corresponding marginals fac-
torized from the joint posterior exactly.
In the current literature relating to the bottom-up ap-
proach, general MRF or CRF structures often need varia-
tional inference methods such as mean field (MF) approx-
imation [72], [73] or loopy belief propagation (BP) [74] to
infer the target posterior. Specifically, the applied variational
free energy is often devised depending on the relaxation
strategy of the corresponding constraint optimization prob-
lem, and the message passing optimization methodology
is generally applied to minimize the above variational free
energy. Fig.5 shows the general message passing strategies
of the MRF-based or CRF-based reasoning models. A well-
known CRF-based reasoning model is the CRF-as-RNN
[24], [52], which incorporates a RNN-based visual context
reasoning module in the FCN visual perception module so
that the proposed visual semantic segmentation system can
be trained end-to-end. Specifically, FCN layers are used to
formulate the unary potentials of the DenseCRF model [75],
while the binary potentials are formed by a sequence of
CNN layers. As a result, the associated mean field inference
method can be implemented by the corresponding RNN.
Essentially, two relaxation measures are applied within
the mean field approximation: 1) a tractable variational
distribution Q(X) is used to approximate the underling
posterior P (X|I); 2) the joint variational distribution is
fully factorized into a combination of independent nodes,
which implies the maximization of the marginal of each
independent node guarantees to accomplish the original
MAP estimation. Inspired by the above methodology, the
authors in [38] use a more general RNN architecture - gated
recurrent units (GRUs) - to generate the scene graphs from
the input images using the mean field inference method.
Specifically, they use the internal memory cells in GRUs
to store the generated contextual information and apply a
primal-dual update rule to speed up the inference proce-
dure. Unlike the above methods that optimize the CRFs
using an iterative strategy, the deep parsing network (DPN)
proposed in [25] is able to achieve high visual semantic
segmentation performance by only applying one iteration
of MF, which also can be considered as a generalized case
of the existing models since it can represent various types of
binary potential terms.
Fig. 6: Message passing strategies for the visual semantic
hierarchy reasoning models, in which the messages are
passing though different semantic levels.
4.1.3 Visual Semantic Hierarchy Reasoning Models
In visual semantic information pursuit tasks, visual se-
mantic hierarchies are ubiquitous. They often consist of
visual semantic units, visual semantic phrases, local visual
semantic regions and the scene graph. Given a visual se-
mantic hierarchy, the contextual information within other
semantic layers is often used to maximize the posterior
of the current semantic layer. Essentially, such inference
procedure tend to have a tighter upper bound for the target
variational free energy and thus often achieves a better
inference performance. Specifically, to dynamically build
visual semantic hierarchies, the visual semantic hierarchy
reasoning models are often required to align the contextual
information of different visual semantic levels. As shown
in Fig.6, through passing the contextual information among
different visual semantic levels within the generated visual
semantic hierarchy, each visual semantic level can obtain
much more consistent posterior.
Unlike the previous methods that only model pairwise
potential terms within the same visual semantic level, the
structure inference network (SIN) [23] propagates contex-
tual information from the holistic scene and the adjacent
connected nodes to the target node. Within this object de-
tection framework, GRUs are used to store the contextual
information. Motivated by the computational consideration,
the maximum pooling layer is applied to aggregate mes-
sages from the adjacent connected nodes into an integrated
message. To leverage the contextual information across dif-
ferent semantic levels, multi-level scene description network
(MSDN) [39] establishes a dynamic graph consisting of
object nodes, phrase nodes and region nodes. For each
semantic level, a CNN-based merge-and-refine strategy is
proposed to pass the contextual information along the graph
structure.
4.1.4 DAG-based Reasoning Models
Generally, the variational free energy employed in CRFs
usually fails to enforce higher-order contextual consistency
due to the computational considerations. Furthermore,
small-sized objects are often smoothed out by the CRFs,
which degrades the semantic segmentation performance.
Instead of applying conventional CRFs, some bottom-up
methods tend to use undirected cyclic graphical (UCG)
models to formulate visual semantic segmentation tasks.
However, due to its loopy property, UCG models generally
8Fig. 7: The applied UCG is decomposed as a sequence of
DAGs (one possible decomposition), in which the messages
in each DAG are passing along its specific structure.
cannot be formulated as RNNs. To resolve this issue, as
shown in Fig.7, UCGs are often decomposed into a se-
quence of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), in which each
DAG can be modelled by a corresponding RNN. Such
an RNN architecture is also known as DAG-RNN, which
explicitly propagates local contextual information based on
the directed graphical structure. Essentially, a DAG-based
reasoning model like the DAG-RNN has two main advan-
tages: 1) compared with conventional CNN models (such
as FCNs), it is empirically found to be significantly more
effective at aggregating context; 2) it requires substantially
less parameters as well as demanding fewer computation
operations, which makes it more favourable for applications
on resource-limited embedded platforms.
In current DAG-based reasoning models [26], [76], the
DAG-RNNs apply 8-neighborhood UCG graphs to encode
the long-range contextual information effectively so that
the discriminative capabilities of the local representations
are greatly improved. Inspired by the conventional tree-
reweighed max-product algorithm (TRW) [77], the applied
UCGs are decomposed into a sequence of DAGs, in which
any pair of vertices are mutually reachable. Furthermore,
the DAG-RNNs are often integrated with convolution and
deconvolution layers, and a class-weighted loss is applied to
reflect that the class occurrence frequencies are generally im-
balanced in most visual semantic information pursuit tasks,
especially the visual semantic segmentation applications.
4.1.5 External Memory Reasoning Models
A difficult issue for the visual semantic information pursuit
is to resolve the dataset imbalance problem. To address this
issue, one generally needs to accomplish, so-called, few-
shot learning tasks [78], [79], [80] since most categories
in the datasets have only few training samples. Unlike
the above models, instead of using the internal memory
cells like long-short term memory (LSTM) or gated recur-
rent unit (GRU), the external memory reasoning models
apply the external memory cells, such as the neural tur-
ing machine (NTM) [81] or the memory-augmented neural
network (MANN) [82], to store the generated contextual
information. More importantly, they tend to use meta-
learning strategy [82] within the inference procedure. Such
a meta-learning strategy can be summarized as ”learning to
learn”, which selects parameters θ to reduce the expected
learning cost L across a distribution of datasets p(D):
θ∗ = argminθED∼p(D)[L(D; θ)]. To prevent the network
from slowly learning specific sample-class bindings, it di-
rectly stores the new input stimuli at the corresponding
external memory cells instead of relearning them. Through
such meta-learning, the convergence speed of the visual
Fig. 8: Overview of 2-D spatial external memory iterations
for object detection. The old detection is marked with a
green box, and the new detection is marked with orange.
Here, the spatial memory network is only unrolled one
iteration.
semantic information pursuit task is greatly improved so
that only a few training samples are enough to converge at
a stable status.
Instead of detecting objects in parallel like the conven-
tional object detection methods, the authors in [20] proposed
an instance-level spatial reasoning strategy, which tries to
recognize objects conditioned on the previous detections.
To this end, a spatial memory network (SMN) [20] (a 2-D
spatial external memory) is devised to store the generated
contextual information and extract spatial patterns by using
an effective reasoning module. Essentially, this leads to a
new sequential reasoning module where image and mem-
ory are processed in parallel to obtain detections which
update the memory again, as shown in Fig.8. Unlike the
above method that makes sequential updates to memory,
the authors in [21] proposed to update the regions in par-
allel as an approximation, in which a cell can be covered
multiple times from different regions in overlapping cases.
Specifically, a weight matrix is devised to keep track of how
much a region has contributed to a memory cell. The final
value of each updated cell is the weighted average of all
regions.
4.2 Major Developments in Top-down Methods
For visual semantic information pursuit applications, the
associated visual semantic relations generally reside in a
huge semantic space. Unfortunately, only limited training
samples are available, which implies it is impossible to
fully train every possible visual relation. To maximize the
target posterior from this long-tail distribution, the existing
top-down methods generally transform the MAP inference
tasks into linear programming problems. More importantly,
they often distill the external linguistic prior knowledge
into the associated learning systems so that the objective
functions of the target constraint optimization problems
can be further regularized accordingly. Therefore, compared
9Fig. 9: The diagram of semantic affinity distillation models.
with the bottom-up methods, the top-down methods gen-
erally converge relatively easily. In this section, based on
their distillation strategies, we divide the existing top-down
methods into the following categories:
4.2.1 Semantic Affinity Distillation Models
Even though the visual semantic relations obey a long-
tail distribution, they are often semantically related to each
other, which means it is possible to infer an infrequent
relation from similar relations. To this end, the semantic
affinity distillation models project the corresponding fea-
ture vectors (which are often generated from the union
of bounding boxes of the associated objects) into a low-
dimensional semantic relation embedding space and use
their semantic affinities as the external prior knowledge to
regularize the target optimization problem. In general, the
projection function would be trained by enforcing similar
visual semantic relations to be close together in the semantic
relation embedding space. For instance, the visual semantic
relation (man − ride − horse) should be close to (man −
ride − elephant) and far away from (car − has − wheel)
in the associated semantic relation embedding space, as
illustrated in Fig.9. The semantic affinity distillation models
are capable of resolving zero-shot learning tasks since the
visual semantic relations without any training samples can
still be recognized by the external linguistic knowledge,
which is clearly impossible for the bottom-up methods that
only use internal visual prior knowledge.
One of the pioneering works is the visual relationship
detection with language prior method [28], which trains
the visual models for objects and predicates individually,
and later combines them together by applying the exter-
nal semantic affinity-based linguistic knowledge to pre-
dict consistent visual semantic relations. Unlike the above
algorithm, the context-aware visual relationship detection
method [37] tries to recognize the predicates by incorporat-
ing the subject-object pair semantic contextual information.
Specifically, the context is encoded via word2vec into a
semantic embedding space and is applied to generate a
classification result for the predicate. To summarize, the
external semantic affinity linguistic knowledge can not only
improve the inference speed but also leads to zero-shot
generalizations.
4.2.2 Teacher-student Distillation Models
To resolve the long-tail distribution issue, instead of rely-
ing on semantic affinities, the teacher-student distillation
Fig. 10: The diagram of teacher-student distillation models.
models tend to use external linguistic knowledge (the con-
ditional distribution of a visual semantic relation given
specific visual semantic units) generated from public knowl-
edge databases to constrain the target optimization prob-
lem. Given the input stimuli, X , and the prediction Y ,
the optimal teacher network t is selected from an associ-
ated candidate set T by minimizing KL(t(Y )||sφ(Y |X)) −
CEt[L(X,Y )], where t(Y ) and sφ(Y |X) represent the pre-
diction results of the teacher and student networks, respec-
tively; φ is the parameter set of the student network and C
is a balancing term; L(X,Y ) depicts the constraint function,
in which the predictions that satisfy the constraints are re-
warded and the remaining are penalized; KL measures the
KL divergence of the teacher’s and the student’s prediction
distributions. Essentially, through solving the above opti-
mization, the teacher’s output can be viewed as a projection
of the student’s output in the feasible polytopes constrained
by the external linguistic prior knowledge.
However, the teacher network alone, in most cases,
is unable to provide accurate predictions since the exter-
nal linguistic prior knowledge is often noisy. In general,
the student network represents the architecture without
any external linguistic knowledge, while the framework
incorporating both internal visual and external linguistic
knowledge is formulated as the teacher network. They each
have their own advantages: the teacher outperforms the
student in cases with sufficient training samples, while the
student achieves superior performance in the few-shot or
zero-shot learning scenarios. Therefore, unlike the previous
distillation methods [83], [84], [85] that only use either the
teacher or the student as the output, the current teacher-
student distillation models [32], [35] tend to incorporate the
prediction results from both student and teacher networks,
as shown in Fig.10.
5 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Even though the current visual semantic information pur-
suit methods have achieved satisfying performance not seen
before, there are still numerous challenging, yet exciting
research directions to investigate in the future.
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5.1 Weakly-supervised Pursuit Methods
Annotations for visual semantic information pursuit appli-
cations, especially the visual semantic segmentation tasks,
are generally hard to obtain since we need to invest tremen-
dous time and effort into the labelling process. Moreover, as
most current visual semantic information pursuit methods
are essentially fully-supervised algorithms, rich annotations
are required if we want to train these methods. For instance,
to locate objects, the fully-supervised methods require
ground-truth locations of the associated bounding boxes. To
alleviate the annotation burden, weakly-supervised pursuit
methods [86], [87], [88], [89], [90] have been proposed in re-
cent years, which only require the vocabulary information to
extract the visual semantic information. Unfortunately, the
current weakly-supervised pursuit methods do not achieve
comparable performance to fully-supervised pursuit meth-
ods. This is the reason why the fully-supervised methods
are prevalent in the visual semantic information pursuit
literature.
5.2 Pursuit Methods using Region-based Decomposi-
tion
For most visual semantic information graphical models, it
is generally computationally intractable to infer the target
posteriors. To resolve this NP-hard problem, mean field
approximation is often applied in the current visual se-
mantic information pursuit methods, in which the associ-
ated graphical model is fully decomposed into independent
nodes. Unfortunately, such simple decomposition strategy
only incorporates unary pseudo-marginals into the associ-
ated variational free energy, which is clearly not enough for
the complicated visual semantic information pursuit appli-
cations. Moreover, dense (fully connected) inference models
are slow to converge. Inspired by the generalized belief
propagation algorithm [91], there are pursuit methods [42],
[43] starting to apply region-based decomposition strategy,
in which the associated graphical model is factorized into
various regions with the nodes within each region being
not independent. The applied region-based decomposition
strategy can not only improve the inference speed in some
cases, but also incorporate higher-order pseudo-marginals
into the associated variational free energy. However, there
are still several open questions: 1) How many regions
are enough for most visual semantic information pursuit
applications? 2) How to efficiently compute the higher-
order pseudo-marginals given the decomposed regions? 3)
How to properly propagate contextual information between
different regions?
5.3 Pursuit Methods with Higher-order Potential Terms
To extract the visual semantic information, scene mod-
elling methods generally need to factorize the associated
energy functions into various potential terms, in which the
unary terms produce the predictions while the higher-order
potential terms constrain the generated predictions to be
consistent. However, the current visual semantic informa-
tion pursuit methods typically incorporate only pair-wise
potential terms into the associated variation free energy,
which is clearly not enough. To resolve this issue, the current
trend is to incorporate higher-order potential terms into the
associated variational free energies. For instance, for the
visual semantic segmentation task, the recently proposed
UCG-based pursuit methods [26], [76] replace the pair-wise
potential terms (applied in most CRF-based models) with
higher potential terms, and thus achieve the state-of-the-
art segmentation performance. However, through incorpo-
rating higher-order potential terms, the target constraint
optimization problems become much harder to solve since
the polynomial higher-order potential terms inject more
non-convexities into the objective function [92]. Therefore,
further efforts are needed to address this non-convexity
issue.
5.4 Pursuit Methods with Advanced Domain Adapta-
tion
One of the most difficult issues for visual semantic informa-
tion pursuit applications is the dataset imbalance problem.
In most cases, only few categories have enough training
samples, while the remaining either have few or even zero
training samples. Due to the long-tail distribution, such
situation would become even worse when we try to pursue
the semantic relation information. To address this few-shot
or zero-shot learning problem, domain adaptation [93], [94],
[95], [96] becomes a natural choice since its aim is to transfer
the missing knowledge from the related domains into the
target domain. For instance, to resolve the few-shot learning
problem, the top-down pursuit methods use distilled exter-
nal linguistic knowledge to regularize the variational free
energy, while the bottom-up pursuit methods achieve meta-
learning through using external memory cells. Essentially,
the current domain adaptation strategies used in existing
visual semantic information pursuit methods focus on learn-
ing generic feature vectors in one domain and transfer to
other domains. Unfortunately, they generally transfer unary
features and largely ignore the more structured graphical
representations [97]. To transfer structured graphs to the
corresponding domains, more advanced domain adaptation
methodologies are needed in the future.
5.5 Pursuit Methods without Message Passing
To resolve the target NP-hard constrained optimization
problem, even though numerous constraint optimization
strategies are available [70], the current deep learning based
visual semantic information pursuit methods totally de-
pend on one specific optimization methodology - message
passing. The technique is generally motivated by linear
programming and variational optimization. It is proven
that, for modern deep learning architectures, such paral-
lel optimization methodology is more effective than other
optimization strategies. Besides being widely applied in dif-
ferent visual semantic information pursuit tasks, it has been
found successful in the quantum chemistry area [98], [99],
[100], [101]. However, the parallel message passing strate-
gies empirically underperform compared to the sequential
optimization methodologies and typically do not provide
feasible integer solutions [70]. To address these issues, alter-
native visual semantic information pursuit methods will be
needed in the future.
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6 BENCHMARKS AND EVALUATION METRICS
In this section, we introduce the main benchmarks and
evaluation metrics for the four research applications inves-
tigated in this survey, which include object detection, visual
semantic segmentation, visual relationship detection and
scene graph generation.
6.1 Object Detection
6.1.1 Benchmarks
Two benchmarks are commonly used in object detection
applications: the test set of PASCAL VOC 2007 [102] and
the validation set of MS COCO [103]. More specifically, the
test set of PASCAL VOC 2007 contains 4,952 images and
14,976 object instances from 20 categories. To evaluate the
performance of object detection methods in different image
scenes, it includes a large number of objects with abundant
variations within each category, in terms of viewpoint, scale,
position, occlusion and illumination. Compared with PAS-
CAL VOC 2007 test set, the MS COCO benchmark is more
challenging since the images in this dataset are gathered
from complicated day-to-day scenes that contain common
objects in their natural contexts. Specifically, MS COCO
benchmark contains 80,000 training images and 500,000
instance annotations. To evaluate the detection performance,
most object detection methods use the first 5,000 MS COCO
validation images. Additional 5,000 non-overlapping im-
ages have also been used as the validation dataset in some
cases.
6.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate object detection methods, one needs to consider
the following two performance measures: the object pro-
posals generated by the methods and the corresponding
objectness. In the existing literatures, the metrics for eval-
uating object proposals are often functions of intersection
over union (IOU) between the proposal locations and the
associated ground-truth annotations. Given IOU, recall can
be obtained as the fraction of ground-truth bounding boxes
covered by proposal locations above a certain IOU overlap
threshold. To evaluate the performance of the objectness
detection, mean average precision (mAP) metric is com-
monly used for the VOC 2007 test benchmark (the IOU
threshold is normally set to 0.5), while the MS COCO 2015
test-dev benchmark generally involves two types of metrics:
average precision (AP) over all categories and different IOU
thresholds, and average recall (AR) over all categories and
IoUs (which is basically computed on a per-category basis,
i.e. the maximum recall given a fixed number of detections
per image). Specifically, AP , AP 50, AP 70 represent the
average precision over different IOU thresholds from 0.5
to 0.95 with a step of 0.05 (written as 0.5:0.95), the average
precision with IOU threshold of 0.5 and the average pre-
cision with IOU threshold of 0.7, respectively. AR1, AR10,
AR100 depict the average recall given 1, 10, 100 detections
per image, respectively. We recommend interested readers
refer to the relevant papers [17], [18] for the details and the
mathematical formulations of the above metrics.
6.2 Visual Semantic Segmentation
6.2.1 Benchmarks
In this survey, three main benchmarks are chosen out from
the abundant datasets for visual semantic segmentation
methods: Pascal Context [104], Sift Flow [105] and COCO
Stuff [106]. Specifically, the Pascal Context benchmark con-
tains 10,103 images extracted from the Pascal VOC 2010
dataset, in which 4,998 images are used for training. The im-
ages are relabelled as pixel-wise segmentation maps which
include 540 semantic categories (including the original 20
categories) and each image has approximately the size of
375 × 500. The Sift Flow dataset contains 2,688 images
obtained from 8 specific kinds of outdoor scenes. Each
image has the size of 256 × 256, and belongs to one of 33
semantic classes. COCO Stuff is a recently released scene
segmentation dataset. It includes 10,000 images extracted
from the Microsoft COCO dataset, in which 9,000 images
are used for training and the previous unlabelled stuff pixels
are further densely annotated with extra 91 class labels.
6.2.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performances of visual semantic segmenta-
tion methods, three main metrics are generally applied in
the existing literature: Global Pixel Accuracy (GPA), Average
per-Class Accuracy (ACA) and mean Intersection of Union
(mIOU). Specifically, GPA represents the percentage of all
correctly classified pixels, ACA depicts the mean of class-
wise pixel accuracy and mIOU is the mean of the accuracy
metric IOU. The details and the corresponding mathemati-
cal formulations of the above metrics can be found in [51].
6.3 Visual Relationship Detection
6.3.1 Benchmarks
The current visual relationship detection methods often use
two benchmarks: visual relationship dataset [28] and visual
genome [107]. Unlike the datasets for object detection, visual
relationship datasets should contain more than just objects
localized in the image. Instead, they should capture the rich
variety of interactions between subject and object pairs. Var-
ious types of interactions are considered in the above visual
relationship benchmark datasets, i.e. verbs (e.g. wear), spa-
tial (e.g. in front of), prepositions (e.g. with) or comparative
(e.g. higher than). Moreover, the types of predicates per
category should be large enough. For instance, a man can
be associated with the predicates such as wear, with, play,
etc. Specifically, the visual relationship dataset contains 5000
images with 100 object categories and 70 predicates. In
total, the dataset contains 37,993 relationships with 6,672
relationship types and 24.25 predicates per object category.
Unlike the visual relationship dataset, the recently proposed
visual genome dataset incorporates numerous kinds of an-
notations, one of which is visual relationships. The visual
genome relationship dataset contains 108,077 images and
1,531,448 relationships. However, it generally needs to be
cleansed since the corresponding annotations often contain
some misspellings and noisy characters, and the verbs and
the nouns are also in different forms.
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6.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
The current visual relationship detection methods often use
two evaluation metrics: recall@50 and recall@100. Here,
recall@x [108] represents the fraction of times the correct
relationship is predicted in the top x confident relationship
predictions. The reason why we use recall@x instead of
widely applied mean average precision (mAP) metric is
because mAP is a pessimistic evaluation metric, meaning we
can not exhaustively annotate all possible relationships in
an image. Even if the prediction is correct, mAP still would
penalize the prediction if it is not congruent with the ground
truth annotation.
6.4 Scene Graph Generation
6.4.1 Benchmarks
The visual genome [107] is often used as the benchmark for
the scene graph generation applications. Unlike the pre-
vious visual relationship datasets, the visual relationships
within the visual genome scene graph are generally not
independent of each other. Specifically, the visual genome
scene graph dataset contains 108,077 images with an aver-
age of 38 objects and 22 relationships per image. However, a
substantial fraction of the object annotations have poor qual-
ity and overlapping bounding boxes and/or ambiguous
object names. Therefore, a clean visual genome scene graph
generation dataset is needed for a meaningful evaluation
procedure. In the current scene graph generation methods,
instead of training on all possible categories and predicates,
the most frequent categories and predicates are often chosen
for evaluation.
6.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Similar to the previous visual relationship detection meth-
ods, the scene graph generation methods generally apply
recall@x [108] metric instead of the mAP metric. Specifi-
cally, recall@50 and recall@100 are normally used to eval-
uate scene graph generation methods.
7 EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the performance of different
visual semantic information pursuit methods for each po-
tential application mentioned in this survey. Specifically,
for each of the following subsection, we will choose the
most representative methods to compare the pursuit per-
formance. The benchmarks and the evaluation metrics men-
tioned in the above section are the basis for the performance
comparisons.
7.1 Object Detection
In this section, two benchmarks - VOC 2007 test [102] and
MS COCO 2015 test-dev [103] - are applied to compare
different cutting-edge object detection methods. For a fair
comparison, in this section, all methods besides YOLOv2
[18] employ VGG-16 as the backbones. Mask RCNN [109] is
not included in this comparison since it applies much more
complex ResNet-101 as the backbone. For the VOC 2007
test dataset, we select 6 current object detection methods
including Fast R-CNN [53], Faster R-CNN [17], SSD500 [19],
TABLE 2: Performance comparison on VOC 2007 test.
Method Train mAP
Fast R-CNN [53] 07 + 12 70.0
Faster R-CNN [17] 07 + 12 73.2
SSD500 [19] 07 + 12 75.1
ION [110] 07 + 12 75.6
SIN [23] 07 + 12 76.0
RFB Net300 [111] 07 + 12 80.5
• Note: 07 + 12 represents 07 trainval + 12 trainval.
TABLE 3: Performance comparison on COCO 2015 test-dev.
Method Train AP AP 50 AP 70 AR1 AR10 AR100
Fast R-CNN [53] train 20.5 39.9 19.4 21.3 29.5 30.1
Faster R-CNN [17] train 21.1 40.9 19.9 21.5 30.4 30.8
YOLOv2 [18] trainval35k 21.6 44.0 19.2 20.7 31.6 33.3
ION [110] train 23.0 42.0 23.0 23.0 32.4 33.0
SIN [23] train 23.2 44.5 22.0 22.6 31.6 32.0
• Note: trainval35k represents COCO train + 35k val [110].
ION [110], SIN [23] and RFB Net300 [111], as shown in
Table 2; For the MS COCO 2015 test-dev benchmark, Fast
R-CNN [53], Faster R-CNN [17], YOLOv2 [18], ION [110]
and SIN [23] are included in the performance comparison
reported in Table 3. Among the above methods, only ION
[110] and SIN [23] incorporate the visual context reasoning
modules within the learning procedure, while others merely
apply visual perception modules. The reason for incorporat-
ing various state-of-the-art visual perception models in the
comparison is to provide a complete overview and to gain
further understanding of the impact of the visual context
reasoning modules.
In Table 2 and 3, we observe that, besides RFB Net300
[111], the object detection methods with the visual context
reasoning modules (such as ION and SIN) generally achieve
better performance than the current visual perception object
detection algorithms (such as Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN,
SSD500 and YOLOv2). This is because they consider the
object detection task as a combination of perception and
reasoning instead of only concentrating on the perception.
Specifically, they consider other detected objects or the holis-
tic scene as contextual information and try to improve the
detection performance by inferencing over this contextual
information. In some cases, such contextual information
can be quite important for detecting the target objects. For
instance, when the target object is partly occluded by other
objects or the target object only occupies extremely small
region within the image. For such scenarios, it is almost
impossible for the current visual perception object detec-
tion methods to detect the target objects. However, given
the contextual information around the target objects, it is
possible to infer the presence even in such harsh conditions.
As discussed in Section 2, the current visual semantic
information pursuit methods tend to employ two-stage de-
tection strategies to accomplish visual perception. However,
as shown in Table 2, compared with those traditional two-
stage detection algorithms, the current one-stage detection
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methods like RFB Net300 [111] achieve much better perfor-
mance. Theoretically, incorporating such one-stage detection
strategies into the proposed unified paradigm could further
boost the object detection performance, yet the biggest ob-
stacle here is how to propose visual semantic relations in the
framework of such one-stage detection strategies.
7.2 Visual Semantic Segmentation
In this section, we compare several state-of-the-art visual
semantic segmentation methods on three benchmarks: Pas-
cal Context [104], Sift Flow [105] and COCO Stuff [106]. For
Pascal Context, only the most frequent 59 classes are selected
for evaluation. The classes whose frequencies are lower than
0.01 are considered as rare classes according to the 85-15
percent rule; For Sift Flow, similar to paper [105], we split
the whole dataset into training and test sets with 2,488 and
200 images, respectively. Each pixel within the above images
can be classified as one of the most frequent 33 semantic
categories. Based on the 85-15 percent rule, the classes
whose frequencies are lower than 0.05 are considered as
rare classes; For COCO Stuff, each pixel can be categorized
as one of 171 semantic classes in total and the frequency
threshold 0.4 is used to define the rare classes.
Specifically, 10 current visual semantic segmentation
methods including CFM [112], DeepLab [66], DeepLab +
CRF [66], FCN-8s [113], CRF-RNN [24], ParseNet [25],
ConvPP-8s [114], UoA-Context + CRF [115], DAG-RNN
[26] and DAG-RNN +CRF [26] are compared on the Pascal
Context benchmark, as shown in Table 4. For the Sift Flow
dataset, besides the state-of-the-art semantic segmentation
methods such as ParseNet [25], ConvPP-8s [114], FCN-8s
[113], UoA-Context + CRF [115], DAG-RNN [26] and DAG-
RNN +CRF [26], we also compare various previous methods
like Byeon et al. [116], Liu et al. [105], Pinheiro et al. [117],
Farabet et al. [118], Tighe et al. [119], Sharma et al. [120],
Yang et al. [121] and Shuai et al. [122], as shown in Table
5. For the recently released COCO Stuff benchmark, we
compare 5 different visual semantic segmentation methods,
which include FCN [106], DeepLab [66], FCN-8s [113],
DAG-RNN [26] and DAG-RNN +CRF [26], as depicted in
Table 6.
Recently, due to the effective feature generation, CNN-
based visual semantic segmentation methods are becoming
popular. For instance, FCN [106] and its variant FCN-
8s [113] are the most well-known examples. However, it
is generally effort-demanding to identify the optimal net-
work architecture for images with different resolutions.
The small convolution kernels in FCNs are sufficient for
low-resolution images, but it is hard to extend them to
encode relatively large receptive fields for high-resolution
images. Various visual semantic segmentation methods use
visual context reasoning modules, i.e. DeepLab + CRF [66],
CRF-RNN [24], UoA-Context + CRF [115] and DAG-RNN
+CRF [26], to solve the above issue. Essentially, combing
the strength of CNNs and CRFs for semantic segmentation
becomes the focus. Among these methods, only DeepLab
+ CRF [66] trains FCN [106] and applies a dense CRF
method as a post-processing step. Other methods jointly
learn the dense CRFs and CNNs. The majority of them only
incorporate pairwise (binary) potential terms within their
respective variational free energies.
TABLE 4: Performance comparison (%) on Pascal Context
dataset (59 classes).
Method GPA ACA mIOU
CFM [112] − − 31.5
DeepLab [66] − − 37.6
FCN-8s [113] 67.5 52.3 39.1
CRF-RNN [24] − − 39.3
DeepLab + CRF [66] − − 39.6
ParseNet [25] − − 40.4
ConvPP-8s [114] − − 41.0
UoA-Context + CRF [115] 71.5 53.9 43.3
DAG-RNN [26] 72.7 55.3 42.6
DAG-RNN + CRF [26] 73.6 55.8 43.7
• Note: For a fair comparison, all the above methods apply VGG-16
[65] as their visual perception module.
TABLE 5: Performance comparison (%) on Sift Flow dataset
(33 classes).
Method GPA ACA mIOU
Byeon et al. [116] 70.1 22.6 −
Liu et al. [105] 74.8 − −
Pinheiro et al. [117] 77.7 29.8 −
Farabet et al. [118] 78.5 29.4 −
Tighe et al. [119] 79.2 39.2 −
Sharma et al. [120] 79.6 33.6 −
Yang et al. [121] 79.8 48.7 −
Shuai et al. [122] 81.2 45.5 −
ParseNet [25] 86.8 52.0 40.4
ConvPP-8s [114] − − 40.7
FCN-8s [113] 85.9 53.9 41.2
DAG-RNN + CRF [26] 87.8 57.8 44.8
DAG-RNN [26] 87.3 60.2 44.4
UoA-Context + CRF [115] 88.1 53.4 44.9
• Note: For a fair comparison, all current methods below the middle
horizontal line apply VGG-16 [65] as their visual perception module.
The methods above the line use their bespoke solutions.
TABLE 6: Performance comparison (%) on COCO Stuff
dataset (171 classes).
Method GPA ACA mIOU
FCN [106] 52.0 34.0 22.7
DeepLab [66] 57.8 38.1 26.9
FCN-8s [113] 60.4 38.5 27.2
DAG-RNN [26] 62.2 42.3 30.4
DAG-RNN + CRF [26] 63.0 42.8 31.2
• Note: For a fair comparison, all the above methods apply VGG-16
[65] as their visual perception module.
According to the comparison results shown in Tables 4,
5, 6, the recently proposed DAG-RNN + CRF [26] method
achieves the best performances in most scenarios, while
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the previous favourable UoA-Context + CRF [115] algo-
rithm outperforms it only in a few cases in the Sift Flow
benchmark. This is because DAG-RNN module within the
DAG-RNN + CRF [26] method incorporates higher-order
potential terms into the variational free energy instead of
only pairwise potential terms. It is capable of enforcing both
local consistency and higher-order semantic coherence [26].
Moreover, the CRF module boosts the unary predictions and
improves the localization of object boundaries, compared to
the DAG-RNN module [26].
7.3 Visual Relationship Detection
In this section, two main benchmarks - visual relationship
dataset [28] and visual genome [107] - are used to compare
different visual relationship detection methods on three
tasks: predicate recognition, where both the bounding boxes
and the labels of the subjects and the objects are given;
phrase recognition, which predicts the triple labels, given a
triplet structure as a union bounding box; relationship recog-
nition, which also outputs triple labels but detects separate
bounding boxes of the subjects and the objects. Specifically,
for the visual relationship dataset, 10 state-of-the-art visual re-
lationship detection methods are chosen in the performance
comparison including LP [28], VTransE [33], CAI [37], ViP
[30], VRL [31], LK [32], PPRFCN [123], SA-Full [124], Zoom-
Net [125] and CAI + SCA-M [125], as shown in Table 7; For
visual genome, we compare three current visual relationship
detection methods: DR-Net [29], ViP [30] and Zoom-Net
[125], as presented in Table 8. It should be noted, the evalua-
tion metric recall@x [108] performance is dependent on the
number of predicates per subject-object pair to be evaluated,
i.e. top k predictions. In this survey, we choose k = 1 for the
visual relationship dataset and k = 100 for the visual genome.
The IOU between the predicated bounding boxes and the
ground-truth is required above 0.5 for the above methods.
Furthermore, for a fair comparison, all methods mentioned
above apply RPN [17] and triplet NMS [30] to generate
object proposals and remove redundant triplet candidates,
respectively.
According to the results shown in Table 7, the recently
proposed CAI + SCA-M method [125] outperforms earlier
visual relationship detection methods in all comparison
criteria. For better understanding of the comparison re-
sults, we divide the methods into three different categories.
Specifically, PPRFCN [123] and SA-Full [124] are essentially
weakly-supervised visual relationship detection methods,
that cannot deliver detection performance comparable to the
fully-supervised algorithms. Among all the fully-supervised
methods, VTransE [33], ViP [30] and Zoom-Net [125] are vir-
tually bottom-up visual relationship pursuit models, which
only incorporate internal visual prior knowledge into the
detecting procedure. Unlike the above algorithms, the top-
down visual relationship pursuit methods such as LP [28],
CAI [37], VRL [31], LK [32] and CAI + SCA-M [125] distill
external linguistic prior knowledge into the learning frame-
works. Generally, the external linguistic prior knowledge
regularizes the original constraint optimization problems
so that the associated top-down methods tend to be biased
towards certain feasible polytopes.
Unlike Table 7, all the methods in Table 8 are bottom-
up visual relationship pursuit methods. We can observe
TABLE 7: Performance comparison on Visual Relationship dataset (k =
1).
Predicate Phrase Relationship
Method R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100
LP [28] 47.87 47.87 16.17 17.03 13.86 14.70
VTransE [33] 44.76 44.76 19.42 22.42 14.07 15.20
PPRFCN [123] 47.43 47.43 19.62 23.15 14.41 15.72
SA-Full [124] 50.40 50.40 16.70 18.10 14.90 16.10
CAI [37] 53.59 53.59 17.60 19.24 15.63 17.39
ViP [30] − − 22.78 27.91 17.32 20.01
VRL [31] − − 21.37 22.60 18.19 20.79
Zoom-Net [125] 50.69 50.69 24.82 28.09 18.92 21.41
LK [32] 55.16 55.16 23.14 24.03 19.17 21.34
CAI + SCA-M [125] 55.98 55.98 25.21 28.89 19.54 22.39
• Note: All the above methods apply RPN [17] to generate object proposals, and
remove the redundant triplet candidates using triplet NMS [30].
TABLE 8: Performance comparison on Visual Genome dataset (k =
100).
Predicate Phrase Relationship
Method R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100
DR-Net [29] 62.05 71.96 13.51 17.23 12.56 16.06
ViP [30] 63.44 74.15 15.70 19.96 14.78 18.85
Zoom-Net [125] 67.25 77.51 20.84 26.16 19.97 25.07
• Note: All the above methods apply RPN [17] to generate object proposals, and
remove the redundant triplet candidates using triplet NMS [30].
in Table 8 that Zoom-Net [125] outperforms the other two
methods by a large margin, especially in the visual rela-
tionship recognition task. As a visual semantic hierarchy
reasoning model, Zoom-Net [125] propagates contextual
information to different visual semantic levels. Essentially,
within the associated variational inference, it can obtain a
tighter upper bound for the target variational free energy
and thus generally converges to a better local optimum, as
shown in Table 8.
7.4 Scene Graph Generation
In this section, seven available scene graph generation
methods - IMP [38], MSDN [39], NM-Freq [40], Graph R-
CNN [41], MotifNet [40], GPI [43] and LinkNet [44] - are
compared on the visual genome dataset [107], as shown in
Table 9. Various visual genome dataset cleaning strategies
exist in the current literature and, for a fair comparison,
we choose the one used in the pioneering work [38] as the
universal preprocessing model for all the above methods.
Such cleaning strategy generates training and test sets with
75,651 images and 32,422 images, respectively. Moreover, the
150 most-frequent object classes and 50 relation classes are
selected in this survey. In general, each image has around
11.5 objects and 6.2 relationships in the scene graph. Further-
more, three evaluation aspects - Predicate Classification (Pred-
Cls), Phrase Classification (PhrCls) and Scene Graph Generation
(SGGen) - are considered in this survey. Specifically, PredCls
represents the performance in recognizing the relation be-
tween two objects given the ground-truth locations; PhrCls
depicts the performance in the task of recognizing two
object categories and their relation given the ground-truth
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TABLE 9: Performance comparison on Visual Genome dataset.
PredCls PhrCls SGGen
Method R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100 R@50 R@100
IMP [38] 40.8 45.2 20.6 22.4 6.4 8.0
MSDN [39] 53.2 57.9 27.6 29.9 7.0 9.1
NM-Freq [40] 41.8 48.8 23.8 27.2 6.9 9.1
Graph R-CNN [41] 54.2 59.1 29.6 31.6 11.4 13.7
MotifNet [40] 65.2 67.1 35.8 36.5 27.2 30.3
GPI [43] 65.1 66.9 36.5 38.8 − −
LinkNet [44] 67.0 68.5 41.0 41.7 27.4 30.1
• Note: All the above methods apply the same cleaning strategy proposed in
paper [38].
locations; SGGen indicates the performance in detecting
objects (IOU > 0.5) and recognising the predicates linking
object pairs.
Unlike visual relationship detection, scene graph gen-
eration must model global inter-dependency among the
objects in the entire scene, rather than focus on local triplet
relationships in isolation. Essentially, strong independence
assumptions regarding local predictors limit the quality of
global predictions [40]. As shown in Table 9, the first four
methods (IMP [38], MSDN [39], NM-Freq [40] and Graph
R-CNN [41]) use graph-based inference to propagate local
contextual information in both directions between object
and relationship nodes, while the last three methods (Mo-
tifNet [40], GPI [43] and LinkNet [44]) tend to incorporate
global contextual information within the inference proce-
dure. From Table 9, it can be seen that the latter methods
outperform the former ones to a large extent. Among them,
the recently proposed LinkNet [44] achieves the best per-
formance in almost all comparison criteria. The core of the
success of the method is a simple and effective relational
embedding module designed to model the global contextual
information explicitly.
8 DISCUSSIONS
To gain the insight into the above visual semantic informa-
tion pursuit algorithms, in this section, we analyze them
in terms of optimization strategy, loss function as well as
supervision category. The link between the applied opti-
mization strategy and the input visual semantic stimulus
representation is also investigated.
8.1 Further Analysis
As discussed in Section 3, current visual semantic informa-
tion pursuit methods follow a unified paradigm consisting
of visual perception and visual context reasoning. Given
the visual semantic units output by the visual perception
module, one can infer the corresponding visual semantic
relations via a deep learning based variational free energy
minimization method. This induces defining a target varia-
tional free energy F (θ,Q) (also known as loss function) and
then minimizing it. In this section, instead of focusing on
specific experimental comparisons, we concentrate on inves-
tigating representative visual semantic information pursuit
algorithms in terms of supervision categories, loss functions
as well as optimization strategies.
8.1.1 Supervision Category
In the current literature, excluding certain weakly-
supervised object detection methods, all visual semantic in-
formation pursuit algorithms are either fully-supervised or
semi-supervised. Even though it is often tedious and time-
consuming to obtain rich annotations, the fully-supervised
methods, due to their superior performance, currently dom-
inate the visual semantic information pursuit landscape. For
instance, most of the current bottom-up visual semantic in-
formation pursuit methods are essentially fully-supervised.
Unfortunately, for massive training datasets, such fully-
supervised training methodology may fail miserably in
pursuing the visual semantic relations. This is because they
often obey a long-tail distribution, which is manifest in most
categories having few or none training samples. To this end,
various semi-supervised top-down visual semantic infor-
mation pursuit methods like [28], [32], [37] have recently
been proposed to resolve the above few-shot or zero-shot
learning issues. Such methods often distill internal/external
linguistic knowledge to regularize the target variational free
energy. This kind of regularization normally leads to either
few-shot or zero-shot generalization.
8.1.2 Loss Function
Generally speaking, most current research concentrates on
improving the overall inference performance, since in most
visual semantic information pursuit tasks, especially visual
relationship detection and scene graph generation applica-
tions, it is still poor. Understandally, in the current literature,
the computational complexity of the methods, especially
the time complexity, are largely ignored. Therefore, in this
section, the loss functions (variational free energies) are only
evaluated in terms of inference performance.
In visual semantic information pursuit tasks, one can
alter the target variational free energy in the following three
ways: 1) apply an alternative approximation strategy for
the variational distribution; 2) define a new energy func-
tion with higher-order potential terms; 3) distill internal or
external prior knowledge to regularize the variational free
energy.
Essentially, smart approximation strategies aim to find
a surrogate variational free energy so that the variational
distribution is as close to the target posterior as possible. As
the adopted energy function specifies a factorization of the
input joint distribution, it gives the opportunity to incorpo-
rate higher-order potential terms to model the commonly
existing higher-order dependencies among objects. To re-
solve the dataset imbalance problem, the internal or external
prior knowledge could be distilled to further regularize the
target variational free energy. Without such regularizations,
visual semantic information pursuit methods may not con-
verge during learning.
All the above strategies could improve the overall in-
ference performance given one can select a surrogate varia-
tional free energy balanced in terms of bias (the complexity
of the applied surrogate) and variance (the uncertainty of
the applied estimation). This is also known as bias-variance
trade-off [126]. A better trade-off can be found by tuning the
complexity of the surrogate energy. For instance, to obtain
visual semantic segmentation, CRF-RNN [24] only applies
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binary potential terms to characterize the dependencies
among the adjacent pixels, while DAG-RNN [26] incorpo-
rates relatively higher-order potentials in its energy function
and thus improves the inference performance, as shown in
Table 4. To generate the scene graph, IMP [38] employs a
mean field approximation strategy to decompose the vari-
ational distribution, while GPI [43] introduces a relatively
complex region-based decomposition strategy and achieves
much better performance, as evident in Table 9. Overall, in
the current literature, a mean field approximation strategy is
generally applied to decompose the variational distribution
with the energy function often only incorporating unary and
binary potential terms.
Due to its superior efficiency and scalability, all visual se-
mantic information pursuit methods, except [42], [43], tend
to apply the same naive mean field approximation strategy
to decompose the variational distribution. However, this
strategy often induces an NP-hard non-convex variational
free energy [63], which may jeopardize the overall inference
performance. This risk could potentially explain the fact
that the overall performance of the current visual semantic
information pursuit methods is still far away from our ex-
pectation, especially for those complex tasks such as visual
relationship detection or scene graph generation.
In order to capture higher-order dependencies within
the input probabilistic graphical model, some visual se-
mantic segmentation methods [26], [76] start to incorporate
relatively higher-order potential terms into the associated
energy functions. Instead of relying on conventional CRFs,
they apply UCG models to formulate visual semantic infor-
mation pursuit applications. Due to the intrinsic loopy prop-
erty, such UCGs are generally decomposed into a sequence
of DAGs with each being modelled by a corresponding
DAG-RNN structure. Other than those models, all the meth-
ods mentioned in the above section tend to only consider the
pairwise interaction.
To resolve the few-shot or zero-shot learning issues in-
duced by any dataset imbalance, top-down visual semantic
information pursuit methods like [28], [32] tend to distill
both internal and external linguistic knowledge to regular-
ize the target variational free energy. In most cases, such
regularization not only improves the inference speed but
also leads to better zero-shot generalization.
8.1.3 Optimization Strategy
To minimize the target variational free energy, current visual
semantic information pursuit methods often apply different
deep learning based message passing strategies to imple-
ment the variational inference steps, while the associated
variational learning steps are generally accomplished us-
ing the same classical SGD method. Specifically, given a
target mean field variational free energy, the current visual
semantic information pursuit methods tend to employ dif-
ferent deep learning architectures to simulate the associated
message passing update rule. Besides the external memory
reasoning models like [20], [21], all the others tend to apply
conventional RNN architectures like LSTM or GRU. For in-
stance, [38] proposes a GRU-based inference architecture to
generate scene graphs from the input images, while [24] and
[52] suggest to apply a specialized CRF-as-RNN structure to
develop visual semantic segmentation applications.
8.2 Correlation Investigation
In visual semantic information pursuit tasks, various visual
semantic stimulus representations can be distilled from the
associated visual perception modules, such as bounding box
locations, instance level class information or visual semantic
features. As mentioned in Section 3, the current visual
semantic information pursuit methods generally apply deep
learning based message passing strategies to solve the asso-
ciated variational inference task. In this section, we explore
the link between such parallel optimization strategies and
different visual semantic stimulus representations.
Compared with visual semantic units, it is generally
much harder to predict the visual semantic relations as they
tend to reside in an extremely large semantic space. To this
end, the associated NP-hard variational inference task is
often modelled as a variational free energy minimization
problem. Unfortunately, the target variational free energy is
generally non-convex. One way to resolve the above NP-
hard optimization problem is to regularize the non-convex
variational free energy by selecting meaningful visual se-
mantic stimulus representations. Specifically, the visual se-
mantic features are vital to identify the predicates since
all related visual contextual information is encapsulated in
such expressive representations. Moreover, the relative spa-
tial relationships conveyed by the associated bounding box
locations are also essential, since adjacent objects generally
tend to have a semantic relationship. Besides, the instance
level class information also plays an important role, since
the subject/object pairs often maintain certain statistical
dependencies (not all pairs can generate meaningful pred-
icates). Furthermore, current visual semantic information
pursuit methods often employ an intuitive concatenation
strategy to fuse the associated visual semantic stimulus
representations.
Theoretically, if the target non-convex variational free en-
ergy is regularized by incorporating more meaningful visual
semantic stimulus representations, its complexity/flexibility
would be reduced, which could potentially lead to a better
trade-off between bias and variance, and thus improve the
overall inference performance. This is perhaps the main rea-
son why most state-of-the-art visual semantic information
pursuit methods, especially the visual relationship detection
and scene graph generation algorithms, tend to incorporate
the above three types of visual semantic stimulus repre-
sentations. For instance, to detect the visual relationships,
ViP [30] applies both visual semantic features and relative
spatial relationships, while LP [28] incorporates all three
types of visual semantic stimulus representations.
9 CONCLUSION
This survey presented a comprehensive review of the state-
of-the-art visual semantic information pursuit methods.
Specifically, we mainly focused on four related applica-
tions: object detection, visual semantic segmentation, vi-
sual relationship detection and scene graph generation.
To understand the essence of the current visual semantic
information pursuit methods, they were presented in the
context of a unified paradigm. The main developments in
the field were reviewed and future trends were identified.
The most popular benchmarks and the evaluation metrics
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were overviewed. Finally, the relative performance of the
key algorithms was evaluated and discussed.
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